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Say goodbye to rigid game mechanics and developer interventions that hinder your ability to truly
impact the game. BLOCKLORDS redefines the standards of player engagement and balance, offering
a bold new direction in online gaming. Join the journey of legend as we pioneer a new era in strategy
gaming, blending the best of traditional and modern gaming models.
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Intro to BLOCKLORDS
At the heart of BLOCKLORDS lies a player-driven experience that puts you at the center of the
action. Your choices and actions dictate how the game world evolves, fostering a unique gaming
journey tailored to your individual strategies and preferences. Whether you prefer the peaceful life
of a farmer, the thrill of battle, or the intricacies of resource management and ruling, BLOCKLORDS
offers a diverse range of playstyles to suit your every whim.

Innovation is key in BLOCKLORDS, with gameplay mechanics that challenge and captivate players
alike. These cutting-edge features create a fresh and dynamic strategy gaming experience, pushing
the boundaries of what’s possible in the genre. Prepare to be immersed in a world where strategy
and skill are rewarded, and where your decisions truly matter.

But BLOCKLORDS doesn’t stop there. The game’s player-powered economy adds a layer of realism
and complexity to resource management and economic strategies. This means that the economy
within the game is driven by the players, creating a dynamic and ever-changing landscape that
requires careful planning and execution to succeed.

As you navigate the treacherous landscape of BLOCKLORDS, you’ll be faced with strategic choices
that will deeply impact the game’s outcome and your interactions with other players. Do you reap
the land and build a prosperous kingdom, or do you cause havoc and spread fear among your
enemies? Will you form alliances and work together to conquer your foes, or will you venture alone,
relying on your own wits and strength? The choices are yours to make, and the consequences are
yours to bear.

Developed by MetaKing Studios, a team known for their diverse expertise and ability to create
captivating gaming experiences, BLOCKLORDS is poised to become a favorite among strategy game
enthusiasts. With its rich world-building, player-driven narrative, and innovative gameplay
mechanics, BLOCKLORDS is the ultimate medieval grand strategy game that will keep you engaged
and entertained for hours on end.
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BLOCKLORDS Tech Overview
One of the key aspects that set BLOCKLORDS apart is its seamless integration with the Seascape
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Auth Centre, a pivotal element that revolutionizes the user experience. By consolidating various
account types, including game, web, Single Sign-On (SSO), and web3 accounts, into a unified login
system within the game’s database, BLOCKLORDS simplifies account management and access. This
streamlined approach not only enhances user-friendliness but also fosters a more convenient and
secure gaming environment, allowing players to focus solely on their gaming adventures.

At the forefront of BLOCKLORDS’ technological prowess lies the PORTAL feature, an innovative
solution that bridges the gap between different blockchains and BLOCKLORDS’ proprietary chain,
LORDCHAIN. This groundbreaking technology enables players to effortlessly transfer their digital
assets across diverse blockchain environments directly through the game client, eliminating the
need for complex and time-consuming cross-chain transactions. The PORTAL’s functionality extends
beyond mere asset transfer, as it paves the way for BLOCKLORDS to embrace and integrate
emerging blockchain technologies, thereby expanding its ecosystem and enhancing the game’s
interoperability and scalability.

BLOCKLORDS’ commitment to staying at the forefront of blockchain gaming is evident in its
relentless pursuit of innovation and adoption of new technologies. The PORTAL’s flexibility allows
the game to seamlessly integrate with new blockchains, ensuring that BLOCKLORDS remains at the
cutting edge of this rapidly evolving industry. This forward-thinking approach ensures that
BLOCKLORDS’ players are always at the forefront of the blockchain gaming revolution, enjoying
unparalleled access to the latest innovations and advancements in the field.

BLOCKLORDS: Game Mechanics Explained

At the heart of BLOCKLORDS lies Farming, where farmers are the lifeblood of the game. Maintain
your land, collect precious resources, and expand your farm buildings to grow your workforce and
customize your resource collection. Events add an element of surprise, offering random story options
that keep the gameplay exciting and unpredictable.
Squads are essential to the effective management and growth of your farm. With a diverse range of
units, you’ll need to carefully strategize to overcome challenges and conquer new territories. The
world map, a sprawling canvas of opportunity, invites players to explore and conquer a rich and
dynamic environment, with Heroes at the forefront of your conquests. Each BLOCKLORDS Hero is
unique, boosting your squads, claiming regions, fighting battles, and carrying on your legacy in the
Dynasty system.
The role of a Ruler in BLOCKLORDS is not just a position of power but also one that carries
significant responsibilities. With Dynasty, embark on a journey of medieval strategy and noble
lineage, enhancing your gameplay with an immersive MMO experience. Warfare is an integral part
of the BLOCKLORDS universe, where players fight for resources and impact the world around them.
Embark on a journey of medieval strategy and noble lineage with BLOCKLORDS Dynasty. This
immersive MMO experience enhances your gameplay by allowing you to establish a dynasty and
pass on your legacy to future generations. Build a strong foundation for your dynasty, cultivate
alliances, and engage in dynastic warfare to secure your place in history.
Warfare is an integral part of the BLOCKLORDS universe, and it’s up to you to decide whether to
fight or negotiate. Master the art of warfare by studying your enemies, deploying your troops
strategically, and utilizing your hero’s abilities to gain the upper hand. Remember, every battle is a
test of your skills and strategies, and each victory brings you closer to conquering the world.
Experience the thrill of evolving gameplay with BLOCKLORDS’ unique seasonal system. Each season
brings fresh challenges and rewards, forcing you to adapt your strategies and hone your skills. As
the seasons change, so does the landscape of the BLOCKLORDS universe, providing endless
opportunities for adventure and discovery.
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LRDS Coin Overview
transcends the ordinary in-game currency label, embodying a cornerstone of BLOCKLORDS’
innovative governance framework. Empowering players, holding and utilizing $LRDS unlocks access
to participate in pivotal community voting, where your vote directly shapes the game’s development,
narrative, and future trajectory. This seamless fusion of gameplay and community engagement
ensures your voice echoes loudly in shaping BLOCKLORDS’ evolution.
Beyond its in-game prowess, $LRDS’ utility expands into the broader blockchain landscape via
LORDCHAIN, where it assumes a pivotal role in validation processes and major treasury usage
voting. This strategic integration underscores the token’s significant impact, extending its reach and
influence far beyond the confines of the game, fostering stability and growth within the entire
BLOCKLORDS universe. With $LRDS, you’re not just playing the game, you’re actively shaping its
destiny and contributing to the flourishing blockchain ecosystem.

LRDS Token Distribution Explained
The total token supply is 100,000,000 and Here is a detailed breakdown of the total supply
allocation: At the heart of our distribution lies a 36% allocation dedicated to Community &
Ecosystem initiatives. This significant portion fuels game rewards, Gamedrops, LORDCHAIN
incentives, and overall ecosystem growth, ensuring a vibrant and active community from day one.
We believe in empowering our users and fostering a collaborative environment where everyone can
thrive.
For our valued investors, 31% of the total supply is reserved. BLOCKLORDS Investors receive
$LRDS tokens in recognition of their contributions to our development, creating a strong foundation
of support and alignment of interests.
Marketing efforts are vital to our growth, and 10% of the tokens are allocated to support ongoing
campaigns with premium partners. This investment will help expand the BLOCKLORDS ecosystem
and reach new audiences, driving user acquisition and engagement.
Advisors play a pivotal role in guiding BLOCKLORDS towards success, and we recognize their
expertise with a 10% allocation. This ensures that our team has access to the best insights and
guidance as we navigate the ever-evolving blockchain landscape.
To ensure smooth trading and deep order books, 3% of the total supply is reserved for Liquidity. This
allocation will provide the necessary liquidity on exchanges, making it easier for users to buy and
sell $LRDS tokens with confidence.
Lastly, we have allocated 10% of the total supply to the Foundation Reserve. This acts as a buffer to
support future developments and address unforeseen challenges, ensuring that BLOCKLORDS
remains resilient and adaptable in the face of change.
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Utility of $LRDS
Gameplay Rewards: Earned through strategic actions, such as resource management and battlefield
tactics, $LRDS rewards smart gameplay.
In-Game Purchases: $LRDS can be used to purchase influence, which allows players to buy in-game
items like season resource packs, exclusive Heroes, and time boosts, enhancing the gaming
experience. Governance Participation: Holding $LRDS enables players to participate in community
voting, influencing game development and narrative decisions, ensuring a player-driven game
evolution.
Benefits of Locking $LRDS
Influence Rewards: Earn continuous influence by locking $LRDS tokens. Node Reward Program
Eligibility: Locking $LRDS ensures participation in the LORDCHAIN Node Reward Program, offering
exclusive rewards and benefits.
Enhanced Gameplay: Influence earned from locking $LRDS can be used to purchase in-game items,
resource packs, and participate in limited-time events, enriching the gaming experience.

BLOCKLORDS FUTURE
Strategy games have their own dedicated player base. From the ancient game of chess to
Blocklords, strategy games have brought excitement and competition to the scene. The advent of
blockchain has created a scenario where games exist in a user-centric economy. Technology controls
players and provides a way to make money by efficiently using their time, energy, and skills in the
game.
Blocklords gamifies strategy and gameplay on a grand scale. What’s amazing about this game is that
it can be enjoyed by both beginners and veterans. They start out as peasants and progress through
the levels of knight/raider, lord/lady, and finally king/queen as they gain skills and experience.
Throughout their journey, players learn social skills such as team building and engagement, so
Blocklords not only brings the thrill of battle, but also helps players learn how to improve their lives.
With its many features, Blocklords can be considered a standard and pioneer of future strategy
games.
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